From: Alison Smith <alisongsmith1986@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 18, 2022 2:00 PM
To: www ourconstitution.info <info@ourconstitution.info>
Subject: Icator Class Action Lawsuit Information
Dear all,
Please see below information regarding the ICATOR INTERNATIONAL CLASS ACTION LAWSUIT.
Icator is a Belgium based victims group, the president is Melanie Vritschan. She is a victim & has been
helping victims worldwide for many years. Icator hold RF scanning events & alike for victims.
Icator & it's Belgium based members would be the Plaintiffs & any non Belgium residents will be
Witnesses. Our lawyer is taking this matter so very very seriously he found a way of including victims
worldwide. We have victims with evidence joining from the U.S, EU, U.K, Australia, China, Japan & more.
Our Lawyer is now part of an association which means that we now have several lawyers involved & it
will be a public interest case, which means it will get media coverage & raise awareness.
The idea is to have as many victims worldwide participate so we can win & this would set a precedent
for the future. So for other groups or individuals legal proceedings the icator case would be the frame of
reference when rulings are decided in court.
Where fit there can be investigations into suspects. Victims do not need to travel to Belgium they will be
represented.
We have so far raised €10,000 we need another €5000 to launch the lawsuit.
Once launched our Lawyer will draft up & send to icator board members relevant documents which we
would then share with victims. Documents will be legally translated into French.
Evidence is welcome & crucial but our lawyer even found a way of including victims without evidence,
they can submit a witness statement / testimonial.
At this time we are still fundraising, seeking Technical Experts & obtaining the correct backing. Our
president Melanie Vritschan will be meeting with Magnus Ollsen at some point in the new year.
We are working closely with PACTS in the States, Mr Derrick Robinson Thier President and is the Icator
Vice President. Also the Spanish group - VIACTEC are joining as an association amongst other victims
groups.
It is the Belgium government being taken to court for not protecting citizens, if it were to fail in Belgium
it would then go to the European Court of Human Rights & or the ICC in which case all Governments
would be applicable.
Our Lawyers are currently deciding if the case should be Civil, Criminal or both & looking at different
ways we could be compensated.

We aim to take our time, plan well, recruit as many icator members as possible, spread word, with view
to this case winning & helping our cause.
Anyone wanting to join the lawsuit must become a member of ICATOR first, this is as it will be icator
itself representing all victims. It costs €60 to join & an additional donation of €100 to join the lawsuit.
Payments can be made in installments as we understand victims can have financial difficulty.
Payments must be referenced clearly with names so we can then sort Thier memberships out properly.
We hope to be sending out membership cards early next year.
https://t.co/d3z6yVNt25
(The GOFUNDME page takes a commission on each payment so this is €70).
We need to ensure victims know they have the option of joining even without evidence & that it is safe
to do so if they wish to.
Please feel free to contact me anytime & ask any questions you need to. A recent ICATOR letter is
attached with further information.
alisongsmith1986@gmail.com
Kind regards
Stay safe
Icator.be

